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Major numbers...

We now have 43 Geoscience majors...

9 in Geology
25 in Environmental Geoscience 

9 in Earth Science

Speaking of....ROCKS!

Aaron Hackman ’02 and Tim Davis ’84 
returned to DePauw to present 
technical talks about environmental 
and hydrocarbon industry projects.  
Julia Shaw ’11 also spoke about 
working as a mudlogger for Horizon 
Drilling. 

I smell outcrop!!!

Geo-majors have traveled far and 
wide to visit field areas, including: 
Baraboo (WI), China, New Zealand, 
Black Hills (SD & WY), and many other 
local trips.

Check us out!

Visit our Facebook page:  
http://www.facebook.com/pages/
DePauw-University-Geosciences/
118662514879623 and our website: 
http://www.depauw.edu/academics/
departments-programs/geosciences/

Many factors comprise the “DePauw Experience” for Geoscience majors at 
DePauw...courses, field trips, research, & internships, to name a few.  Our geo-
majors make the most of these opportunities... 

    Black Hills Fall Break Trip (Jim Mills):  Nine geo-majors spent their fall 
break studying the geology of the Black Hills, including stops at Mt. 
Rushmore (and the Harney Peak granite), Devils Tower, the Keystone 
pegmatite district, pillow basalts, laccoliths, the Sioux quartzite, and the 
Great Unconformity.  Students were able to see, touch, and apply a lot of 
the basic geology that they learned in their introductory courses.  The 
only burning question left unanswered on this trip was, Ben Gibson ‘08, 
why weren’t you at dinner at The Firehouse?

New Zealand Winter Term Trip (Tim Cope & Jim Mills):  Twenty-three 
students (mostly geo-majors) journeyed with Tim and Jim to New 
Zealand to explore some of their favorite geologic sites (this is Tim’s 
fourth trip and Jim’s second).  In particular, White Island was very, very 
active and had a new dome in the crater, and the group saw and heard 
numerous ice falls at Mt. Cook (but missed a big landslide by just a 
couple of days).  In addition, the group also visited a few new areas, 
including a stay at Arthur’s Pass on the South Island amidst the 
magnificent peaks of the southern Alps, and touring downtown 
Christchurch to see first-hand the effects of the 6.3 ML February 11, 
2011 earthquake.  The latter was particularly sobering as 80% of the 
downtown area was severely damaged or destroyed.  

     

Research: Eight students participated in research during Summer 2012.  
Martha Parsons '13, Yihao Xu '14, and Steve Dobbs '15 worked with 
Tim Cope on a project in China (see Tim’s faculty update), and Carly 
Dutkiewicz ’14, Caitlin Handy ’15, Alessandra Pistoia ’13, Greg Screws 
’13, and Reilly Taylor ’13 worked with Jeane Pope on effects of 
agricultural runoff in the Big Walnut watershed (more about this in Jeane’s 
faculty update).

Internships: Three students undertook research experiences at other 
institutions during Summer 2012.  Katherine Shover ’14 traveled to the 
University of California, Irvine and worked on ice sheet dynamics.  
Madison Gallegos ’13 went to Los Alamos National Laboratory and took 
part in the SAGE (Summer of Applied Geophysical Experience) program 
where she participated in several geophysics projects.  Mackenzie 
Cremeans ’14 traveled to Northern Illinois University to study Shear And 
Circulation Of Granular Materials In Conveyance Restraints.

As part of DePauw’s 175th anniversary, in our next 
newsletter, we would like to highlight stories about 
YOUR favorite/funny DePauw geo-experiences 
(e.g., field trips, classes, etc.). Please email Scott 
(mswilke@depauw.edu) with your story.
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The “DePauw Experience”...

D e p a r t m e n t  o f

GEOSCIENCES

Geoscience students visiting Badlands NP 
during the Black Hills Fall Break trip.

Students on the New Zealand Winter Term trip pose 
with a rainbow backdrop near Queenstown, NZ.
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Message from the Chair 

! Welcome to the Spring 2013 Department of Geosciences 
newsletter!  The Department has had another active year in and out of 
the classroom, as you will read throughout this newsletter.  We 
presently have 43 majors and several minors with a robust number of 

students in all three 
major areas.   
 As you will see 
in the faculty updates,  
Jeane and Tim 
supervised summer 
research projects in 
which several 
geoscience students 
were involved.  Jeane, 
as part of her three-
year Faculty 
Fellowship award, is 
investigating 
agricultural runoff in 
Putnam County.  Tim, 
as part of his National 
Science Foundation 
grant, continues to 
conduct research 
involving mapping and 

field work in the 
Yanshan Fold and 
Thrust Belt in 

northeastern China.  Eight DePauw students were directly involved in 
Jeane and Tim’s research projects this past year.  
 Fred returned from his sabbatical with a large number of sediment 
samples from old uranium mine tailing piles in southern Utah to 
investigate mobility of radioactive materials from their source sites (he 
describes this work in more detail in his faculty update).  Scott 
continues to work with Google™ Earth and other GIS technologies 
both in his courses and in outreach to local teachers through a 
summer workshop that he co-teaches with his wife Beth, the GIS 
Specialist at DePauw.  On the research front, Scott and Mark Fischer 
at Northern Illinois University recently submitted a National Science 
Foundation grant to study fracture development in the Arches National 
Park region...wish them luck on a successful proposal!
	 The Department continues to offer field trips locally, regionally, 
and internationally...most of which are supported in part by the F. 
Michael and Dorothy W. Wahl Endowed Fund for Geosciences 
Field Trips as well as by the University via the Geoscience annual 
budget.  The Wahl family has been, and continues to be, very 
generous to the Department of Geosciences.  Their financial support 
for field trips and travel for students to professional conferences has 
been instrumental in helping students engage in these very important 
activities...thank you very much!  Also, every year we rely heavily on 
the endowed Madison Research Fund to support faculty-student 
research projects...thanks to those of you that have provided financial 
support for this fund!  And, of course, we would be remiss if we did 
not thank everyone for your continued financial, material, and personal 
support of our program...thank you for helping this Department 
provide an outstanding educational experience for our students!
	 Lastly, a common theme that we hear from our alumni is that their 
DePauw University education has served them well as they enter the 
workforce or continue on to graduate school (check out some of the 
quotes in the Alumni News section).  Alumni state that their solid 
foundation in the geosciences, the ability to write and speak well, and 

the development of critical thinking skills have provided them with an 
edge that many other students and employees do not have.  As 
faculty members in the Department, we continuously assess our 
curriculum and utilize feedback from alumni to keep our program 
current and effective at helping students succeed after graduation.  
So, keep the feedback coming!  We appreciate and welcome all of the 
comments you send us...it does make a difference.
 And on a personal note, classes have been going well, and I am 
staying busy trying to keep up with all of our majors!  All’s well on the 
farm, although I may have to borrow Mark Loomis’ new chainsaw 
soon to keep up with all the tree work.  Molly and Shadow send their 
best!
         -Jim (jmills@depauw.edu)
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Geoscience students on Fall Break trip to 
South Dakota & Wyoming with Devil’s Tower 

as a backdrop.

Geoscience 
Department 
BBQ in May 

2012

Department Scholarship Awards
Ernest R. ”Rock” Smith Memorial Scholarship

Lauren Krumwiede ’14, Martha Parsons ’13, 
Ariana Borrello ’14, & Reilly Taylor ’13 

Charles L. Bieber Memorial Fund
Katherine Shover ’14, Mackenzie Cremeans ’14, Anna Urso ’14, 

Carly Dutkiewicz ’14, Will Joseph ’14, & Katharine Doron ’14 

Charles M. & Frances Wylie-Condit Science Scholarship
Gregory Screws’13 & Madison Gallegos’13 

H. Richard Gault Memorial Scholarship
Brittany Slate ’13

Income from the James A. Madison Fund for Research and the 
F. Michael  and Dorothy W. Wahl Endowed Fund for Geosciences Field 
Trips help subsidize Department of Geosciences  faculty-student 
research activities and student field trip costs, respectively.

Geoscience faculty & students presenting framed map 
by Dr. Charles L. Bieber to his daughter Mrs. Dorothy 

Bieber Murphy ’55 and her husband Richard Murphy ’54.
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Tim Cope
	
 It's been another busy year. 
Jim Mills and I just returned from 
another New Zealand Winter 
Term, and the spring semester is 
in full swing. I have been very 
fortunate to have worked with 
some wonderful groups of 
students over the past year. All of 
my geo classes have been great, 
and there have been some really 
good field trips (you know how 
much I like a good field trip!). 
 So, let's see…what has 
happened since I last wrote? Last 
spring, I wrote to you from Las Vegas 
as I was on a field trip with a group of 
13 students. We camped in the 
southern California desert and mapped a portion of the 
Resting Spring range, east of Death Valley. Despite getting 
hammered by wind, suffering a few collapsed tents, losing a 
GPS, and having a stove malfunction on the first night, the 
trip went great! Everyone had fun, and nothing brings a group 
together more than a little shared adversity in the desert. I 
was very impressed by the final products that the students 
turned out, especially when it came to some of the more 
complex areas that we visited (ever draw a cross section of a 
recumbent anticline beheaded by a normal fault?...these 
students did). 
  Three of the students in that class did exceptionally well, 
and really seemed to enjoy fieldwork. So, I invited them to 
join me in China over the summer to do some more mapping. 
Martha Parsons '13, Yihao Xu '14, and Steve Dobbs '15 are 
all becoming excellent field geologists. Between the three of 
them, they mapped a ~300 km2 swath of the Yanshan fold-
thrust belt that had only been previously mapped at 
1:200,000 scale. The study area consists of Proterozoic 
strata that are antiformally folded about northeast axes, 
refolded about northwest axes, cut by oblique left-lateral 
strike-slip faults, and then thrusted above extensional 
Jurassic volcanic rocks along a pair of low-angle thrust 
faults. So, it’s complicated. Their experience in the Resting 
Spring Range came in handy. They came up with a very nice 
map and a tectonic history based on their mapped 
relationships, and we presented their results in poster form at 
the GSA annual meeting in Charlotte last fall. I was fourth 
author on the poster. The work is all their own...all I did was 
help them with editing and formatting it properly. They did a 
great job presenting their work. Steve will join me in China 
again this summer, along with two other students. 
 Last fall, I taught Senior Seminar for the the first time in 
several years. It's always a fun class to teach, and this year I 
had a great group of students. The thing I like most about 
seminar is that it's one of my best opportunities to learn from 
students. These seniors taught me more earth science during 
one semester than I typically pick up over the course of 
several years. Their choices of topics were diverse, and 
interesting...everything from cloud-to-ground lightning to 
tectonic features on Venus. They picked some great papers 
to read, presented them very well, and facilitated some 
interesting discussions. I can't wait to teach senior seminar 
again next fall. 

	 There's been a lot going on besides 
teaching and research, too. My two kids 
are growing, as kids tend to do: Zoe is 
now 4, and Tess is 2. Last summer, I left 
for China on the very day that contractors 
began demolishing the rear of my house 
to make way for a new addition, which is 
now complete. Good timing for me, I 
guess, but terrible timing for Kate--who 
managed her job, both kids, and a lot of 
contractors while I was gone over the 
summer. Yes--she is amazing. When I 
returned, the exterior was complete. By 
the time the fall semester started, we had 
a new kitchen. Shortly after that, we 
added the hot tub. So, we are now living in 

luxury (and debt) at the Cope house!

      -Tim (tcope@depauw.edu)

Winter Term group at Fox Glacier in New Zealand.
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Scott Tomson ’88 is the East Zone Wildlife Biologist for the Lolo 
National Forest in Montana.  Scott’s “office” is  ~2 hrs from 
Glacier NP within view of the Swan & Mission Mountains.

Photo capturing Tim’s excitement to be looking 
at cross-bedded mafic cumulates on Mt Dun 

during the Winter Term field trip to New Zealand.
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Jeane Pope
 Greetings, everyone!  Well, it’s official.  As of last July, I have now 
been here a decade.  Oh, how the time flies…
I think it goes so quickly because 
there’s never a dull moment.  I’m 
particularly eager to tell you about 
several exciting developments on 
campus, both within my research and 
also some new University-wide 
initiatives that have started during the 
last year.  And of course, there’s my 
daughter, Luna, who like an ideal gas 
is expanding to fill all (mental) 
space…..
 OK, so research first.  As I’ve 
mentioned in the last couple 
newsletters, during my sabbatical I 
started work on a new interest 
involving agricultural runoff.  As you 
know, DePauw is located in a very 
rural area.  What you might not have 
known, however, is that ~60% of the 
land area in our local watershed is used 
for row-crop agriculture.  Furthermore, 
most of the headwaters of Big Walnut 
Creek are actually agricultural ditches 
(mechanically straightened small streams) with little to no riparian 
buffer.  Over 90% of the land where Big Walnut Creek originates is 
covered with corn or soybeans.  Agricultural chemicals like fertilizer 
and pesticides that are applied to the fields can dissolve and be 
transported to the closest stream or tributary when it rains, potentially 
harming the environment.  Therefore, last summer I worked with five 
students -- Carly Dutkiewicz ’14, Caitlin Handy ’15, Alessandra Pistoia 
’13, Greg Screws ’13, and Reilly Taylor ’13 -- to closely investigate the 
water quality in the headwaters of Big Walnut Creek.
 After a promising beginning that involved significant field 
reconnaissance to identify decent sampling sites, the group hit a 
rather problematic snag.  For over eight weeks, not a single drop of 
rain fell within the watershed.  And even you lithophiles out there know 
that water sampling is hard when there is no water….  However, the 
research team were troopers and diligently sampled wherever they 
could, knowing that the results from this summer may be especially 
important to understanding water quality at base flow conditions.  
 In addition to long, HOT (105˚F or greater) days in the field, the 
group also practiced their public speaking skills by giving two 
presentations about the project and our findings to the Big Walnut 
Creek Watershed Alliance, which is a local organization of scientists, 
regulators, and concerned citizens.  These interactions were featured 
in a DePauw web story that you can read here: http://
www.depauw.edu/news-media/latest-news/details/28743/
Our initial findings indicate that about a third of the water-quality 
samples had elevated levels of nitrate, which is an important indicator 
of agricultural runoff.  Additional work needs to be done to see if we 
can correlate these samples to a particular land use with GIS.  
Although I am taking a break from the project this summer, future 
students will continue monitoring the 22 priority sites identified in this 
study.  
 The other exciting and personally rewarding project that I have 
been involved with since the fall is a new Sustainability Advisory 
Committee, which is composed of faculty members, students, and 
University staff from the offices of Sustainability, Facilities, and 
Student Life.  Together, we have been trying to both support activities 
that promote institutional change and reduce DePauw’s carbon 

footprint (a measure of the total amount of greenhouse gases released 
through our regular operations).  Through this project, I have been 
learning a lot about how the physical campus functions and have 
been brainstorming with concerned parties on what we can do to 

make our activities “greener,” thus saving 
money and creating a cleaner environment.  
I’ve also enjoyed working with Anthony 
Barratta, (’10, Political Science), who is 
DePauw’s new Assistant Sustainability Director.  
Having a full-time, permanent staff position that 
is supported by a group of committed students, 
faculty, administrators, and staff is a big, big 
step forward in our sustainability efforts.  
Although the committee has only been in 
existence for less than six months, we have 
already identified several promising projects 
that we will be presenting to DePauw’s Board 
of Trustees this May.  I hope that many of you 
realize the important role that you played while 
at DePauw in making this happen.  I know that 
it sometimes seems like progress at DePauw is 
slow, but we are moving forward.  Please look 
to this column next year for updates on these 
types of projects.  

 So, as you can see, my various interests have 
kept me hopping this year.  Therefore, we haven’t 
really had time for any big travels.  However, Luna 

and I have enjoyed day or weekend trips to watch Jason develop his 
most recent passion, cyclocross racing (it seems pretty nutty to me, 
but it keeps him happy).  In my quieter moments, which are few and 
far in between, I have enjoyed knitting and escaping to the pool to 
swim. All in all, it’s been a great decade, and we’re looking forward to 
many more to come!

Cheers,  
 -Jeane (jpope@depauw.edu)

Please email Scott (mswilke@depauw.edu) with information 
for the Alumni News section and with information about 
any internship/employment opportunities for our students!

Greg Screws ’13 obtaining a 
sample from on top of a culvert.
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Reilly Taylor ’13 and Greg Screws ’13 collecting a 
sample as part of their research involving the Big 

Walnut Creek watershed.
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Fred Soster 
 Thirty years!  This year marks my thirtieth year of teaching at 
DePauw University.  During this time I had the privilege of traveling 
to many places around the country on field trips with many of you.  
We did some really neat things and visited some great outcrops.  I 
can still remember the 80’s Winter Term trips to go snorkeling and 
SCUBA diving in the Florida Keys to examine modern reef 
environments.  We were able to swim with the manatees at Crystal 
River, Florida and even saw the space shuttle land at Kennedy 
Space Center one year.  I can remember one Winter Term when we 
examined flood control structures along the Mississippi River and 
visited the Mississippi River Basin Model at Jackson, Mississippi.  
When we visited the Old River Auxiliary Control Structure, which 
connects the Mississippi River to the Atchafalaya River and 
prevents the Mississippi River from changing course, the 
lockmaster, who had a deep Cajun accent, was initially hesitant to 
give us a tour.  We convinced him that we really were interested in 
learning how the lock operated, and we asked him so many 
questions during the tour of the complex that he had us taking turns 
pushing and pulling levers to repeatedly fill the massive lock with 
water, open the gates to the lock, close the gates, and drain the 
water over and over again.  No boats 
ever actually went through the lock in 
the time that we were there.  We 
ended up in New Orleans and spent a 
day traveling out onto the delta where 
we witnessed an oil well blowout.  
And, of course, we did a bourbon 
crawl on Pub Street (or was that a 
pub crawl on Bourbon Street?) in the 
French Quarter.  Finally, trips to 
Smoke Hole, West Virginia over spring 
break have always been my favorite 
field trips.  The rocks are well 
exposed and easy to recognize, but 
structurally complex.  There are a 
great variety of sedimentary 
structures and ancient environments 
represented.  We did a great deal of 
hiking to reach remote outcrops and 
collected lots of strikes and dips.  This was probably the one trip 
that many of you went on regardless of the actual years you were a 
student at DePauw.  I’ve always told generations of students that if 
you can make a map of the Smoke Hole area that makes sense, you 
can map anywhere in the world!  In the early days (1980s), we 
stayed at a real dive in Ruddle, WV.  In the 1990s we moved up to 
the Thompson Motel in Franklin, WV (clearly a step up, but still a 
dive).  Most recently, we have been staying in Petersburg, WV where 
we rent a bunch of cabins outside of town.  They have fully 
furnished kitchens, two bedrooms with four beds (everybody now 
gets their own bed), a bathroom, and a living room with cable TV.  
Great for March Madness in the evenings!  This is real luxury 
(relatively speaking) compared to our accommodations on my 
earlier trips to Smoke Hole.  We have been able to afford the better 
accommodations because of the generous support of Michael Wahl 
who established the F. Michael and Dorothy W. Wahl Endowed 
Fund for Geosciences Field Trips.  Student expenses are defrayed 
using this fund, which allows all of our majors to participate on this 
and many other field trips throughout their four years at DePauw 
University without worrying about financing.
 OK.  Enough reminiscing.  Let me fill you in on what I’ve been 
up to the past year.  You may recall from last year’s newsletter that I 
wrote to you from Moab, Utah while on sabbatical.  I spent about 

five weeks collecting soil samples from southeast Utah to look for 
radioactive contamination from past uranium mining and milling 
activities.  I collected several hundred samples and have been busy 
this past year analyzing these samples for uranium decay series 
radionuclides using our department’s low energy germanium 
detector.  Each sample has to be analyzed for 24 hours, so data 
collection is a slow, tedious process.  It does appear from the 
samples that I’ve already analyzed that most of the radioactive 
contamination is confined to the immediate areas surrounding the 
contaminated sites and that there is little long distance migration of 
radioisotopes.  I still have quite a few samples to analyze, so I won’t 
have a complete picture of the contamination pattern for at least 
another year.
 I also continued working on the Lake Erie hypoxia problem in 
2012.  I was one of four co-authors on a paper delivered at the 55th 
Annual Conference of the International Association for Great Lakes 
Research last May titled “Chironomid Burrows Increase Sediment-
Oxygen Demand in Lake Erie Sediments.”  I took lead authorship in 
preparing the results of this study for publication and spent most of 
last summer analyzing data and writing the manuscript.  It’s almost 
done...I’ve got just a few paragraphs in the methods section and an 
abstract to write, and then drafting about 7 figures.  I’m hoping to 

have this finished up by the end of the semester.
 I’ve had a pretty substantial teaching load 
this academic year.  This always seems to 
happen when you return from a sabbatical leave.  
During the fall semester, I taught two sections of 
Introduction to Environmental Science, and both 
sections filled to the capacity of 32 students 
each.  This spring I am teaching Introduction to 
Environmental Science again, with 32 students, 
and Earth and the Environment, with 32 students 
and two laboratory sections.
	 In addition to the teaching load, I am serving 
the last year of a three-year term on the 
Committee on Academic Policy and Planning.  I 
also was elected Chair of this committee, so I 
have to prepare the meeting agendas, report 

monthly at Faculty Meetings, and communicate 
committee decisions to colleagues who have 
business before the committee.  Suffice it to say that 

I have been very busy this year.
 The big news on the home front this past year was that our 
daughter Erica graduated from Indiana University and was admitted 
to the MS graduate program in genetic counseling at IUPUI in 
Indianapolis.  She is doing quite well in the program and is enjoying 
living in a high-rise apartment building in downtown Indianapolis, 
just off of Massachusetts Avenue.  This is one of the nightclub/
restaurant districts in downtown Indianapolis.  I’m jealous.  Our son 
Frederick has been admitted to several colleges, including DePauw, 
but has yet to make a decision.  Jennifer continues as Executive 
Director of Alumni Relations, and I know she has communicated 
with many of you this past year.  She frequently comes home and 
starts our evening conversations with “Guess who I talked to 
today?”  We grew another large garden last summer, and we are 
currently enjoying all kinds of canned vegetables, especially our 
Italian tomato sauce made entirely with vegetables and herbs from 
our garden.
 I hope all of you had another great year.  Keep the e-mails 
coming and plan to stop by for a visit if you area in the area.  I’m on 
Facebook, but I’m not a Facebook junkie.  I do log in a few times a 
month just to see what distant friends are up to, but I rarely post 
much.  Best wishes for a productive year. 

-Fred (fsoster@depauw.edu)
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Fred (left) and colleague Mike Ketterer 
preparing soil samples for ICP-MS analysis at 

Northern Arizona University.
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Scott Wilkerson
 I’m sure that many of you can relate to the 
proposition that time, like airplanes, certain 
insects, and (in some circumstances) pigs, can 
fly.  It seems as one activity wraps up, two or 
three more pop up to fill the “free” time.  
However, it all is great fun, and I wouldn’t want 
to trade places for anything.
 I’ve recently spent a great deal of time 
preparing for and eventually submitting a 
National Science Foundation Tectonics 
proposal to study an area around Arches 
National Park with my colleague from Northern 
Illinois University, Mark Fischer. In particular, as 
I’ve led DePauw field trips to the area, I’ve 
always been struck by the enigmatic trends and 
densities of the fractures found along the flanks 
of the salt anticlines (e.g., Moab Valley & Salt Valley; see photo below).  
These perplexing fractures strike at unusual angles to the primary fold 
axes and can be quite different on corresponding flanks of the anticlines.  
Moreover, different lithologic units (Navajo Ss, Entrada Slick Rock Mbr, & 
Curtis Moab Mbr) exhibit different trends and densities of fractures.  In 
addition, some of these fracture trends extend well off structure in 
relatively flat-lying rocks as one approaches the deformation front of the 
ancient Uncompaghre Uplift and as one nears the Tertiary laccolithic 
intrusions of the La Sal Mountains.  Sounds like an interesting scientific 
problem, huh?  I’ve spent a lot of time reading the existing literature on 

the area, scouring 
online databases for 
subsurface data, and 
familiarizing myself on 
some of the newest 
statistical techniques 
for fracture analysis.  
So...at this stage, I 
know enough to be 
dangerous about 
current fracture 
analysis techniques, 
and recognize that 
there is a definite need 
to better understand 
not only the fractures in 
this area, but also the 
2-D and 3-D geometry 

and development of the salt 
anticlines.  If this project is 
funded, there will be abundant 
opportunities for DePauw 

Geoscience students to map fractures in Google Earth and in the field (we 
probably are going to use low-altitude balloon photography to map some 
areas), to construct 2-D balanced cross sections across Salt Valley 
anticline (using Midland Valley and/or Lithotect software), and to construct 
3-D models from the sequentially restored cross sections at different 
stages of the structural development (using Midland Valley and/or GoCAD 
software).  It should be fun...keep your fingers crossed!
 This coming summer, I plan on wrapping up the construction of serial 
balanced cross sections through the Hudson Valley fold-thrust belt (a 
project that I started with Melissa Penfold ’11 a few summers back).  You 
may recall this area is incredibly fascinating (and difficult) because the 
Silurian section thins dramatically from south to north, causing a 
corresponding change in the size and style of faulting and folding as some 
massive mechanical struts in the stratigraphy pinch out.  Melissa and I 
were able to get the data into a single software program, and we were 
able to highlight several mapping errors in our colleague’s original 
geologic map.  I hope to wrap up the technical work this summer, and 
then use release time from my University Professorship this fall to write 
and submit a manuscript on this work.  

 I still remain active in using Google Earth in both 
my teaching and research.  As I mentioned in our 
last newsletter, Beth and I taught our final Google 
Earth-GPS workshop for grade 3-12 teachers 
during Summer 2012.  The new twist for this 
workshop was that we used GPS-capable iPads 
instead of traditional portable GPS units.  The 
response from the teachers (our students) was 
phenomenal!  While the GPS chips in the iPads 
could not perform some of the sophisticated error 
correction (e.g., WAAS) that regular GPS units 
could, the ease of which different maps and images 
could be geo-referenced in the GPS software more 
than made up for the slight differences in accuracy.  
From what we hear, the iPads are seeing 

considerable use in Putnam County schools this 
year.  In addition, my regular courses are going 
well...I’m continually honing the materials to 

emphasize key points and to add new and applied examples to help our 
geo-majors.
	 Beth continues to work with various faculty, staff, students, and 
administrators on a variety of projects through the GIS Center.  In fact, this 
spring she helped me develop applied structure-contour map and 
isochore map projects for the structure class using ArcGIS.  Zach (15) 
started high school varsity soccer last fall and has just completed his first 
high school basketball season, playing on both the freshman and JV 
squads.  He now is gearing up for U19 spring soccer and still referees 
recreational and travel soccer.  Ben (11) continues to play  on a U12 travel 
soccer team in the fall and spring (undefeated in their fall regular season) 
and played 5th grade basketball in two leagues with the team he has been 
on for a couple of years now (jumping center!).  Both boys remain involved 
in music, academic bowls, and other activities.     
 I’m sure there is much more that I’ve forgotten, but that gives you a 
flavor of what the Wilkerson household has been up to.  Take care and 
please stay in touch!      

-Scott (mswilke@depauw.edu)

Alumni News  
MIchael Wahl ’53 stopped by the Department on a visit last fall to 
DePauw and had lunch with Departmental faculty members.  

Jim Puckett ’67 has been keeping us up-to-date regarding his 
activities as a volunteer at the Denver Museum of Natural History.  If 
you get a chance to visit the DMNH, ask for Jim!

Jane (Tribble) Schoonmaker ’76 is currently the Undergraduate 
Chair in the Dept of Oceanography in the School of Ocean & Earth 
Science & Technology at the Univ of Hawaii-Manoa. It is always great 
to hear from you...a field trip to Hawaii seems nice right now!

Chris Bonniwell ’94 has become senior project manager/geologist 
for Wilcox Environmental Engineering, Inc. in Indianapolis. He writes 
that his work has caused him to cross paths with many Geoscience 
alumni working in the environmental industry in the Indy area.    

Rosario (Vasquez) Scheerhorn ’92 works at Chevron in Houston, 
TX. “[I’m] a reservoir quality analyst.  My job is to predict porosity and 
permeability of siliciclastic reservoirs at different PT conditions.  
When I am not doing reservoir quality, I try to do some water-rock-
gas interaction modeling using reactive transport models.” 

Jennifer (Steadman) Ryan ’96 returned back to Indiana from Florida 
and is now teaching Physical Geology and Environmental Geology at 
IUPUC (Columbus).

Sarah Wagoner ’96 is currently working in Alumni Relations at 
Northwestern Univ in Evanston, IL.  She remains “proud of her DPU 
Earth Science roots” & really enjoys her work at Northwestern. 
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Google Earth-GPS workshop participants using 
iPads to gather data points in Bowman Park.

Fractures on the flanks of Salt Valley 
anticline whose trends are enigmatic 

relative to the main fold axis. 
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Alumni News  (continued)

Lisa (Holderbach) Strobridge ‘98 is a project manager for Aquaterra 
Technologies, Inc. (an environmental consulting firm) in eastern PA.  
She is married with three children (5 years old and twins 3 years old).  

Julie (Kasl) Wood ’99 was recently selected as the National Math 
and Science Initiative 2013 Science Teacher of the Year based, in 
large part, on her students’ high scores on the AP Environmental 
exam last year.  Congratulations!  

Keith Herrmann ’05 recently took a trip to visit a friend in India.  He 
is now studying to obtain his real estate license in the DC area.

Heather (Byars) Willems ‘06 has had a busy year.  She was married 
and then moved into a position on the New Ventures Exploration 
team for Southwestern Energy in Houston, TX.

Mark Loomis ‘06 remains with the EPA, Great Lakes National 
Program Office and is now head of Quality Assurance for their group. 
He and wife Megan are doing well.

Chris Myrvold ‘06 recently started a position as a hydrogeologist 
with Andrews Engineering, Inc. in Springfield, IL.  On his second day, 
he writes “We supervised the abandonment of a monitoring well and 
the digging of its replacement well at a landfill in northern Illinois.”  
He writes that his company seems “excited at the fact that I bring 
experience in geochemistry to the company, something that they 
have an apparent need for in addition to what I'll be doing on the 
hydrogeological side. ” 

Sara Smaltz ‘06 continues to work as an operations/development 
geologist for an Encana team working the DJ Basin north of Denver.  
One of her main jobs is to plan and drill horizontal wells in the heavily 
faulted Niobrara interval.  In addition, she has submitted a 
manuscript based on her thesis work to a RMAG-AAPG joint special 
publication that should be coming out soon. 

Ben Clement ‘07 continues to work as staff geologist in the 
Environmental Group for Burns & McDonnell in Chesterfield, MO.  He 
recently had the opportunity to work on some remediation work plan 
reports for some sites in Indiana. 

Keith Schonberger ‘07 writes that his technical skills have helped 
him in his present job with Chevron in PA.  “I’ve noticed the one 
advantage I have is my ability to coordinate a team and work 
interdisciplinary.  I cannot understate the value of that experience 
from DePauw. Everyone in the major should count their blessings in 
learning how to speak and communicate professionally.” 

Bill Alward ‘08 writes that big changes are on tap this year.  On 
March 1, he departed the Qatar group and joined the Gulf of Mexico 
Regional Integration team at Exxon.  And, perhaps more importantly,  
in November he will be getting married. Congratulations to Bill and 
Rebecca! 

Tad Alford ‘09 wrapped up his law degree at Oklahoma Univ and 
passed the Oklahoma bar exam.  He currently is employed by the 
Oklahoma Dept. of Environmental Quality as an environmental 
attorney for the Water Quality Division and the Environmental 
Complaints and Local Services Division.  “I want to thank you for 
contributing to such an amazing experience while at DePauw.  When 
asked about DePauw (or more often DePaul by the folks in 
Oklahoma), I never miss an opportunity to brag about all it has to 
offer.  I also still talk excitedly about the Winter Term trip to UT & AZ. ” 

Andrea Huska ‘09 should be finishing her research and plans to be 
at GSA in Denver this fall.  She writes, “You guys really did prepare us 
for graduate school, and I am really happy that I stuck with it even 
though it was hard.” 

Lauren Schaefer ‘09 has successfully defended her Master’s thesis 
at Michigan Technological Univ. Her thesis title is ‘An Integrated 
Field-Numerical Approach to Assess Slope Stability Hazards at 
Volcanoes: The Example of Pacaya, Guatemala’.  Lauren is 
continuing for her Ph.D. at the Univ of Milan in Bicocca, Italy.    

Tommy Good ‘10 is having a wonderful time in UT with his new wife 
Kelly as they both finish up their work on Master¹s degrees in 
geology.  Tommy and Kelly hope to continue their education and 
work in New York City next year. Congratulations Tommy and Kelly!

Margaret Baber ‘11 successfully defended her Master’s thesis in 
February at Dartmouth College.  Her thesis is titled ‘A 10Be 
Chronology of Late Pleistocene and Holocene Glaciation in 
Nyagumasani Valley, Rwenzori Mts., Uganda’.   In reflecting on her 
DePauw Geoscience education, she writes, “Thank you for the 
excellent education that has allowed me all my travel/research 
opportunities. I'm showing up all the Ivy-leaguers out here! ”. 

Jessica Fenn ‘11 is now a Junior Coach for College Possible, a 
program that makes “college admission and success a reality for low-
income students” in their Twin Cities, MN office.

Cameron Huffman ‘11 has a full-time teaching position at Bishop 
Chatard HS in Indianapolis.  He is teaching 3 sections of Earth & 
Space Science and 2 sections of Environmental Science as well as 
helping coach both the boys and girls tennis teams.  He says, “I am 
absolutely loving teaching and have the Geoscience department to 
thank for that.”

Andrew Krein ‘11 is enjoying his geology/hydrogeology work (and 
travel) for Conestoga Rovers & Associates.  In reflecting on his 
choice to major in the Dept of Geosciences, he writes, “Having 
entered DePauw with no clue as to what I wanted to do, I am so 
grateful that the geo department was the direction I went.  You 
worked us hard, taught us well, and it paid off, as it has opened many 
opportunities.  Keep up the good work!  ”   

Andrew Newberry ‘11 is now staff geologist at Eagle Environmental 
Consulting, Inc. 

Julia Shaw ‘11 was recently promoted to a remote geosteer 
operator.  She will now be living and working in the Tulsa, OK area. 

Katie Aldrich ‘12 is enrolled at the School for Public and 
Environmental Affairs at Indiana Univ, Bloomington.   

Jason Blasdel ‘12 is currently employed as a field geologist at 
EnviroForensics in Indianapolis.

Chloe Lawson ‘12 is a staff geologist for Soil and Materials 
Engineers in Kalamazoo, Michigan.  She writes, “I travel (mostly in-
state) doing soil and groundwater sampling, UST excavation, Phase I 
and Phase II environmental site assessments, and am also working 
up to remediation design.” 

Melissa Penfold ‘12 is working on her master’s degree at the Univ of 
Reno, NV.  Initially, she thought that she was going to work on a 
project in Nevada, but now she will work on a project on possible 
channel flow in Eastern Bhutan, involving micro-structure work, 
mapping, and cross-section construction. 

Katherine Welch ‘12 was just hired as a lab analyst in
the radiochemistry and wet chem labs for ACZ Laboratories in 
Steamboat Springs, CO. They perform environmental testing for 
governments and companies around the world.   

Jake Willingham ’12 is at Indiana State Univ in Terre Haute, IN.  
Jake is working on a project with Tony Rathburn (perhaps he’ll get a 
chance to dive in a submersible to the ocean floor!).
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Tim Davis ’84 (sr geosciences advisor, Apache Corp) spoke 
about "Frontier Exploration of the Kenyan Continental 
Margin" during his daughter Audrey’s visit to DePauw.   

Aaron Hackman ’02, environmental geologist 
for URS Corp in Kansas City, discussing 

environmental projects on which he has worked. 

Keith Herrmann ’05 at the Taj Mahal in India.

Jennifer (Steadman) Ryan, husband Steve, 
and son Rolan (7) relaxing on an outcrop.


